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Leon and Ariel followed her out of the room.

Ashwin clenched his fists as he watched their retreating figures disappear from view, his face ashen.

He planned this scheme down to the last detail in an attempt to get rid of Leon, but everything was ruined!

Even though he managed to get away unscathed, he knew that Iris already began to suspect him.

However, because he sacrificed and achieved so much for the company, and also because his grandfather was a shareholder of

Young Group, Iris chose to give him another chance.

Rats!

Despite feeling defeated, Ashwin knew that he had no choice but to accept this.

The last look Iris shot him before leaving was a look of warning. If he dared to stir something up again, there was no guarantee

that Iris would show him mercy in the future!

As soon as the meeting ended, Leon rushed to Wick Group to apologize to Elder Wick in person and clarify what happened.

Elder Wick was extremely gracious about this; not only did he choose not to pursue any responsibility, but he even comforted

Leon regarding the events that transpired.

Finally, the two of them even decided on another date for the next shipment of products, and Leon left, but

not before making a mental note about Elder Wick’s generosity.

Since Wick Group decided to put all this in the past, Iris too, kept her promise to Leon and gave Stanley

another chance.

Not only that, but since Mister Boyd was fired, she even passed on his work to Stanley.

Not only did Stanley manage to keep his job, he even got a promotion, and because of this, he was even more grateful to Leon

for his generosity.

At the same time, he became determined to turn over a new leaf and strived to work hard to repay Leon and

iris for their kindness!

On the other hand, Leon’s previous stock of herbal medicine and ingredients ran out, and since three of the

factories were scheduled to manufacture more products soon, he decided to contact Benedict for help.

After learning the situation, benedict did not hesitate to help restock Elegante Group’s supplies. He passed on Leon’s case to his

granddaughter, Cynthia.

That afternoon, Leon and Cynthia met up at a hotel for a business lunch.

The hotel in question was none other than The Regency, one of the most famous luxury hotels in Springfield

City.

Leon arrived at the hotel on his motorcycle, and he just parked his bike when a black Mercedes–Benz pulled

up next to him.

Two young men in their mid–twenties got out of the car.

“Hey, isn’t this Leon Wolf?” one of the men, who had slicked–back hair, appeared surprised to see Leon.

“Oh my god, it’s been so long, you guys!” Leon was also shocked to run into them.

These two were his college mates–the one with his hair slicked back was Dominic Sawyer, and the other was Sean Jenkins.

“Are you here for the gathering too, Leon? I don’t recall anyone inviting you though.” Dominic asked dubiously.

“What gathering?” Leon was puzzled by this. He lost all contact with his college mates since he graduated and did not attend

any gatherings since.

“Dominic, could Janice Lynch be the one who invited him?” Sean piped up.

“That’s possible…” Dominic considered this for a moment, but a split second later, his entire face lit up as though he was

reminded of something.
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